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CHAPTER 5

Thirteen Emeralds // Slim Slow Slider // 

Canyon Improbable // Burn My Shadow // 

Sumerki (сумерки) // Storm Corrosion

*** Thirteen Emeralds ***

Jean wakes with a start. 

Fucking  fuck,  she  grumbles,  massaging  her  forehead  as  if  kneading 

something tightly wound within. Why did she say those things? Why did she 

tell those jokes?

Sitting up, she groans and notices the black jumper draped over her love. 

He seems smaller in the bed than she remembered, looks as if he would fit in a 

drawer or be shorter than her if he stood. She tries stretching out on the chair 

and measuring herself against him but can't quite get it right, he only looks 

smaller with each attempt. She twiddles her fingers, taps restlessly. After a 

time, the door knocks twice and opens, and with it comes Dragan. 

Good morning, he says.

It's morning? she asks, composing herself in the chair and smoothing down 

her clothes.

The Captain makes a bee-line past the medi-bed to the heart-rate monitor 

and begins pushing buttons. Relatively speaking, he says. It’s 7am. He checks 

the monitor screen intently, scans the pulsing meter as if reading sheet music. 

Jean notices she can hear him breathing heavily through his nose and wonders 
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on if he knows he is doing this. Good, good, he says absently.

What does it say? 

He’s got a strong heart, he says. His pulse is steady and calm. Pressure is 

good. 

He takes a device from the side of the monitor and begins waving it over 

and  around  Handi’s  head.  And  Jean  feels  the  tightness  inside  receding, 

dissolving like all of her emotion eventually does. She asks, So you're going to 

go out to Tower Four?

Yes,  he says,  returning the device—begins entering new commands. We 

have to be sure no other components are damaged and everything is clear.

As she watches Dragan work; as he pushes buttons and gauges results, it 

seems to Jean as though a sequence of cogs are one by one aligning within 

him, a square peg is fitting into a square hole. And then with a final satisfied 

button  push,  he  leaves  the  heart  rate  monitor  and  turns  to  her.  Handi  is 

recovering well, he says, settling into a doctor’s stance. The swelling is going 

down and brain function appears normal. It was good you stayed with him, 

Jean. He needs you.

Finding the chair in that moment suddenly uncomfortable, the same chair 

she had slept on all night, Jean reasons to stand so they are both somewhat at 

the  same  height.  Ugh.  My  back  isn't  so  pleased,  she  complains  as  she 

straightens up. He didn't even laugh at my jokes. 

And Dragan grins at her in a way she isn't sure is pity or appeasement. 

Really, it helps, he says. He can hear you, feel you here with him.

Mhm. I don't know, she says. I need a shower.

The Captain appears to weigh something on his mind, but then seemingly 

recognising her agitation says, I should go.

Jean looks to Handi on the bed. When’s the space walk to Tower Four?

I'll be going out at eight-three-zero, Dragan says. I’ll need you and Ceylan 

in your towers. If we can jettison the tower without issue I want to get it done 
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immediately.  The Captain pauses and Jean thinks that she should say,  No. 

That  in  spite  of  reason  and  economy  there  is  something  wrong  with  so 

casually and immediately removing the place that is—was exclusively Handi’s. 

But  thoughts  being thoughts  and with this  one finding no words to  do it 

justice, she says nothing. 

Dragan moves to the edge of the bed, begins to leave. He’ll be Ok, you 

know? he says. Back in the day we used to call them Diggers; the Australians.

What's a digger? Jean asks.

A battler.
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*** Slim Slow Slider ***

Along  the  channel  named  Reka  Yekataringofka,  a  name  he  could  never 

pronounce, Richard lead the Martyr from the docks and into St Petersburg.

The channel ran the length of the road in depths of brown and green. 

It was a chilled morning. A gentle sea breeze wafted up from the harbour 

and whistled  through the  remnants  of  the  Western  High  Speed  Diameter, 

tickling and numbing at the exposed skin on his neck and cheeks. As they 

walked, the Martyr seemed to Richard to be mumbling to himself. Words he 

couldn't  quite  make  out.  Some  were  charged  with  anger,  some  almost 

pleading. It was as though he was speaking with someone unseen, re-enacting 

an argument unresolved.

Better to say nothing, Richard thought.

A sudden gust of wind buffeted from the East, piercing through skin and 

flesh, freezing his very core. Winter was months away but already he could 

feel  the  ice  on  the  air,  the  cold  clarity  in  which  the  sun  cut  through  the 

breaking day. He had hoped he would be used to it by now. But it was only 

getting worse. Symptoms of the end, some were saying.

You were the first, they told me, the Martyr eventually said as they walked 
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past  brambles  and  old  refuse-filled  shipping  containers,  trucks  missing 

engines and demountables scrawled with graffiti—the industrial detritus that 

comprised what was left of Gutuevsky Island, another name Richard couldn't 

pronounce. 

The first? said Richard thoughtfully. I don't know.

Richard had been living in St Petersburg for five years having come over 

from New York like the Martyr, but with the first journey of the Lollipop in 

2028. An investment, the Deacon, Matthew had said of his posting to Russia. 

Consider it a calling. Like the missionaries of old. 

But it had not been like that at all. 

I'm not sure what that means now, Richard continued. The first—The first 

what? I wasn't able to do much here anyways, the city’s a thing all its own. He 

tried lighting a cigarette, shaking the lighter when it wouldn't flame, trying 

again, giving up. You’d see that too if you were staying long enough.

Reaching the end of the road and making to cross the channel, on the left 

they came by the huge ruins of a red and white bricked building and before it 

shattered on the footpath was what had once been a brilliant golden onion 

dome.

Why do you stay here then? the Martyr asked, as if it were that easy. As if 

over  those  years  Richard  could  have  just  returned  to  New  York  or  gone 

somewhere else in Russia. 

Shaking the lighter and trying again, failing to light the cigarette, he told 

himself to be calm, relax, don’t get too worked up. Do what he was asked to 

do, what he was ordered to do and then the Martyr would be on his way. It's 

home now, he said, leaving it at that.

The Martyr said nothing.

As they crossed the canal Richard in frustration stopped, cupped his hands 

and lit his cigarette finally. He remarked of the giant crumbling remnant they 

had  just  passed,  That  was  the  Church  of  the  Epiphany,  he  said  proudly, 
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pointing with his  cigarette at  the destroyed building.  Built  in 1888.  People 

used to flock from all over the city to worship there. Now it's gone.

It was true. The locals often reminisced to Richard of the cathedral’s once 

former beauty, how the dome had shone like a second sun in the white nights. 

It’s ornate grandeur. He did not know what he hoped to gain from pointing 

out the building to the Martyr,  addressing its history.  All  he knew was he 

wanted the Martyr to see the ruins and know it had been a church, that it was 

old and beautiful and revered and yet it was no more.

Orthodox? asked the Martyr, as though it mattered.

Was, of course, said Richard turning to walk again. 

The Martyr only laughed.

Watching the clear morning, the wide canal extending back towards the 

docks, the water as a mirror, the low trees on the East Bank and the remnants 

of a crane broken, Richard felt as if he was being judged and wished it could 

all be over.
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*** Canyon Improbable ***

Back in her quarters, Jean sheds her clothes onto the floor and pushes one 

of the panels in the wall. With a sucking breath the panel accordions out to 

form  a  three  sided  shower  cubicle  and  she  has  the  distinct  sensation  of 

needing to create a routine; that this morning, and the morning after—all the 

way to Atrus—should be done the same. And this would be the start.

Stepping into the shower, she extends the steel shower head with a click 

and in a pattern begins wanding her freckled body; head to toe, over, head to 

toe,  over.  Fine plumes of  mist  form and dissipate around her,  as if  by the 

process a magical  transformation is  underway. And when she is  done and 

steps out, flabby bits, sagging breasts and bent toes and all, she is energised. 

She takes and folds her used clothes into a drawer and from another retrieves 

a fresh set: Black underwear. Black pants. Black tee. She dresses and fits into 

her flight suit, legs first, then arms, enmeshes the front and fits the collar that 

almost  feels  a  little  too  tight.  She  goes  to  the  mess  and  eats  preserved, 

thermostabilised tuna and egg, says Hiya to Ceylan who arrives as she leaves. 

The journey from the Hab to her control room seems swift and somehow 

shorter than the night just gone. And before she knows it she is in the pilot’s 
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chair  again.  The photo of  young Rowen tacked to the console stares back, 

wide  and happy.  Ink  and paper  but  somehow full  of  an  energy she  can't 

rationalise. She remembers Handi once telling her the indigenous peoples of 

Australia, the Aborigines believed capturing a person’s photograph stole their 

soul;  that  where  he  was  from,  television  programs  and  films  and  art 

installations included a disclaimer: Please use caution viewing this whatever, 

Handi had recounted. It may contain images or voices of dead persons. 

It’s just reflected light, she’d thought then. And what is a soul anyway but 

firing neurons and memory?

But now, studying her daughter’s captured portrait—the Rowen she knew 

then;  long  disappeared,  possibly  dead—the  belief  resonates  as  something 

meaningful. She considers in a way it was why she brought the photo with 

her; why people frame pictures and study them over and over, pin them to 

walls and hold them tight to their chests, why the small pieces of paper, the 

jpeg files on a computer, are saved above all else when cities fall and houses 

burn. Handi had told her the Aborigines were the oldest culture on Earth; 

dating more than sixty thousand years. Perhaps, she ponders, something had 

to have come from all of that experience. The millenia of feeling the world, of 

life and of death and of watching the stars. From all of that tragedy. 

But as she initiates her console and onscreen configures a camera to focus 

on Tower Four, as the camera pans and the repercussions of the missile attack, 

the totality of the tower’s destruction comes into view, all thought on the idea 

of photographs and souls vanishes,  replaced instead by awe and horror at 

what had happened and through what Handi had survived. The lower half of 

the  tower  is  almost  completely  gone;  bent  and  broken  and  ripped;  as  if 

battered with an incomprehensible violence; straps of steel curled as if flayed 

skin. The inside of the access tunnel is exposed and stray medipacks and spare 

clothes and ration packs and heat retardant blankets float around as if debris 

to a sunken ship. Jean watches, unable to fathom how Dragan went into that 
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chasm alone, how he pulled Handi out with him; if she herself would have 

had the nerve. 

The intercom crackles with static. Her watch reads 8:29am, where did the 

time go?

Sirrius this is Dragan, comes the Captain. Do you read?

Copy that, Jean says and relaxes into her chair.

Ceylan then in turn confirms her  presence on the line and the Captain 

continues,  he  announces  he  is  in  the  main  access  corridor—is  proceeding 

through the airlock—and then—after a brief period of silence—that he is in 

the tower access tunnel and will soon be visible. And true to this, Jean soon 

spies the round glass of Dragan’s helmet then the white of his body emerging 

slowly from the gaping hole in the tower; his small figure, fragile and stark in 

contrast against the bleakness of the ship. 

Small  sprays of compressed air fire from his boots and he is quickly in 

empty space. He turns and arrests his drift and a steady beam of light shoots 

out from his hand and onto the wound in the ship and then down. The beam 

follows the line of the tower and illuminates at the base what Jean can see is a 

riveted seam, a thick rib around the huge column of black metal; undamaged 

and true.

The separation link appears in tact, Dragan relays. I'm going around for a 

closer look, over.

With short bursts, he flies closer to and then around the tower in a half 

lunge,  dancing  his  torch  across  various  aspects  of  the  ship;  over  service 

conduits and markers in both English and Cyrillic; to the main corridor and 

the spinning Hab above; below, to the giant funnel of the port-side thruster 

beneath; over the curved near wall of the biosphere; his focus ever darting 

back  to  the  tower  and the  damage  done.  Jean  watches  as  his  momentum 

increases. He flies up and around the skewed tower to its minaret-like peak—

what was Handi’s control room. He flies back down and then under the ship 
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and disappears. 

Jean switches cameras. He is not there. She switches again, cannot find the 

white of his suit. Switches. Switches. Nothing.

Then static.

I  cannot  see  any  other  damage  or  breaches  of  hull  integrity,  Dragan 

announces. 

Jean scrolls through the feeds and finds the Captain on the opposite side of 

the ship. 

He continues, I believe the blow was deflected enough that the effect of the 

explosion was concentrated on the tower. He pauses. Ceylan, can you have 

Juno run a final diagnostic with a focus on looking for any anomalies in air 

pressure, for discrepancies in critical and non-critical signal paths, over?

Copy that, says Ceylan.

Jean, he says. I’m making a traverse topside back to Tower Four, prepare 

the breakers for separation, over.

As the Captain glides up and over the biosphere and Jean switches to a 

wide view, she beholds behind it all the pearlescent Earth; the Pacific Ocean 

vast and crystalline, broken by swirls of storms and ripples of cloud as though 

veins  in  marble.  She  remembers  quotes  from  astronauts,  cosmonauts  and 

poets and has the urge to raise her thumb and use it  to eclipse the image 

onscreen. But something about the gesture now seems tragically sad, unfair 

and anything but poignant. How did it come to this? she asks in thought. Was 

it  scientific  curiosity?  Endeavour  and  discovery?  Or  was  it  ultimately 

inevitable? The past, the future, are all someone’s present; the imperceivable 

now. If it wasn't for the discovery corrupting the magnetosphere perhaps it 

would have been something else; the more assured end of global warming; or 

world  war  and  mutually  assured  destruction;  or  a  pandemic;  or  zombie  

apocalypse. And perhaps then someone would be there too, another different 

Jean sitting and watching it all and asking, How did it come to this?
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Onscreen, Jean swipes and taps, bringing up the topographical diagram of 

the ship which she zooms in on to Tower Four and begins initialising the 

breakers to separate the tower.
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*** Burn My Shadow ***

Situated in the Admiralty District, across the road from an old Brewery that 

was now a rusted ruin overtaken with weeds, Richard’s apartment was on the 

ground floor of a corner block; a rendered masonry building with an unusual 

timber bay window that extended out over the footpath. The place was old 

and unmaintained,  the  paint  cracked and flaking as  though undergoing a 

century long process of removing itself from the walls. Entering via a locked 

steel gate and down a long hall, Richard opened the heavy fire door to his 

apartment, directed the Martyr to the spare room and put on the kettle. You 

want a tea? he asked.

I'll have a coffee, came the Martyr.

Richard tensed. 

From the cupboard he retrieved a single mug and vintage tea infuser into 

which he carefully pinched loose-leaf from a jar. No coffee, he said. Just tea for 

now.

Sweeping the stray leaf from the countertop into his hand, he noticed the 

Martyr studying a picture in the hallway.
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The Martyr glowing in the incandescent light gestured at the picture. Did 

you make this?

He was pointing at a framed, carved leather picture of a horse and cart. 

The horse, like a stallion, was reared up, breaking free of its reigns. The cart 

lingered mid-air diagonally, dramatically frozen, ready to topple over. 

One of  my patients  made that  for  me,  said  Richard,   opening the  lace 

curtains  in  the  lounge  to  brighten  the  room,  then  with  the  kettle  ready 

pouring himself a black tea. They got a stall on the weekends if you want to 

go.

No thank you, said the Martyr. It's ok. There's just something about it I 

can't look away from.

Making his way over, mug in hand, Richard remarked, I think it represents 

struggle, he said. That we’re bound by the world we’re born into, but in us is 

the power to break free.

I don't see that, said the Martyr, shifting on his feet. I see the world, nature 

and purity subjugated, contained for so long. I see punishment and wrath, the 

price of arrogance. It is so clear. Man is the cart, hard lines, bending, nailing, 

sawing, the wheel, technology. See? The horse is Adamah, God discarding us 

to our fate.

Richard considered the picture, followed the dark and embossed lines of 

the  image,  the  confidence with which the horse  reared itself,  the  off-kilter 

ellipses of the cart wheels. He did not see what the Martyr saw. Disliked him 

referring to  arrogance  as  though it  was  separate  from him,  as  though the 

Crimson Moon was not arrogant. 

The Crimson Moon.

A mission,  they’d said. Expanding into Europe,  they’d said. You will  be the 

bishop of the diocese, they’d said. But what of it? 

Richard seethed within himself. Their promises just like their faith were 

empty.  Punishment  and  wrath?  Punishment  and  wrath?  The  price  of 
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arrogance? Richard had to step away, feared his contempt might reveal itself. 

He moved to the lounge room. Quietly he took a long, slow sip of his tea 

and reminded himself it was best to get this over and done with as simply as 

possible. Keep his thoughts to himself.

And so to the Martyr who was now coming his way, as flatly as he could 

manage, Richard said, Come, I'll show you the surgery.

Bright as a small sun did the array of LED procedural lights flare into life, 

as if from nothing creating a room, a white medi-bed replete with half-size 

pillow, folded white sheets and a sanitary pad. The walls were painted bone-

white  and there  was  a  rollable  instrument  tray  in  the  corner  near  several 

valved bottles and an anaesthesia machine.

Richard explained to the Martyr the procedure he had agreed to complete. 

That in a few days, when he was settled in, this would be where the surgery 

would occur to implant the capsules. That there were ten capsules in the case 

the Moon had provided,  meaning ten incisions down to the subcutaneous 

layer to then be filled, stitched over and bandaged. He indicated where the 

incisions would be made: Lower and upper legs, forearms, upper arms and 

pectorals, a small incision in his left thumb and forefinger. 

You’ll  be under the whole time, Richard said. Shouldn’t take more than 

four hours. 

He  casually  straightened  the  bed  pillow  as  the  Martyr  hung  in  the 

doorway  and  then  continued.  Explained  how  the  recovery  period  was  a 

different  story.  That  it  would be  a  number  of  weeks  until  he  could move 

around easily. But that he would be sent somewhere else to recover, to the 

next place. A farm to the South-East near Tver I'm told, he said.

The  Martyr  mumbled,  drew  a  single  word  out  in  two  long  syllables, 

Implants, he mused as if it was supposed to have been something else.

Yes, Richard said. Ten and the trigger in your hand.
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For a long moment the Martyr did not move, said nothing, only stood in 

the doorway, hands in pockets fidgeting as if  playing along to some silent 

rhythm.  His  turquoise  eyes  brightened by the  surgical  lights  stared at  the 

medi-bed. Alright, he said softly, slowly in that same musing voice.

Sorry? asked Richard, unsure what he was trying to say.

It's alright, the Martyr said confidently then repeated himself, It’s alright.

And Richard noticed the Martyr was afraid, and in noticing this felt  he 

should be happy but was not.
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*** Sumerki (сумерки) ***

Today I went and sat with my father. He was sleeping on the corduroy 

couch in  the  living  room with  a  copy of  Moscow News open on his  lap. 

Already he looks so different, another man, another Josip; so thin, even more 

unknown to me.  I  just  sat  there in his  presence watching him, wondering 

what he must be thinking, if he thinks about death. He must, mustn't he? I 

mean, how could you not? 

I wished for him to open his eyes and see me there and smile, and I would 

ask him how he feels, how he really feels, if he is happy with his life. I would 

tell him how sorry I was for leaving and not being there when he needed me, 

but I was there now, and I wanted to know him. We would go out for a walk, 

if only just around the block, and I would ask him to talk to me about when I 

was a child. Ask him what it was like to be a father.

But  he  coughed and woke himself  up and would not  stop coughing.  I 

fetched him a handkerchief. He did not stop for a long time, coughing and 

coughing, a dry rasping sound as if he were tearing shreds off his insides and 

when he handed the handkerchief back to me I could see in the navy blue 

fabric, in spite of him folding it over, there was blood there. He apologised 
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and asked for mother, and I left him having said nothing.

I feel so impotent. So useless. So alone.

You should be here. 

You should be here.

How could you be out there, with Oksana, laughing and feeling free, not a 

care in the world?

How?

This was supposed to be our time.

I’m walking out into the night. I need to feel you, feel something. The air as 

ice numbs my cheeks. It will be Christmas in a week or so, Merry-Fucking-

Christmas. My cheeks start to hurt and I'm taking off my clothes, throwing 

them on the snow, and now I am shirtless and my frantic breath bellows out in 

steam and I can't breathe. My lungs, my chest, my everything is freezing. Only 

wisps of fog escape my lips and in the sub-zero cold I moan and fall to my 

knees and in this pain and stupidity I feel free for a moment and imagine I am 

laughing, tears freeze as tiny trails on my cheeks and I am happy, I feel you, 

feel your betrayal. I cup my hands and try and blow to feel a warmth but it is 

only ice.

Tell me. Who told you about the caravan, the trip to America? Who told 

you? 

Who told you? Who told you?

Someone is crying behind me. Arms wrap around under my arms. I can't 

see. I am warm. It's so tiring. So tiring. Who told you?

You…

Your…

Your  caravan  stayed  in  Penza  for  another  three  nights,  re-stocking  the 

wagons  for  the  next  stage  of  the  journey  to  Ufa  and  then  over  the  Ural 

Mountains to Chelyabinsk. Time moved slowly in the city. It seemed so easy 
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there, natural and free and a little familiar. By the time you were leaving and 

then back on the Trans-Siberian Highway it  felt  like  you and Oksana had 

known each  other  for  years,  nay  a  lifetime.  You  walked  together  holding 

hands and she continued your education of the Russian language, teaching 

you all of the things I never taught and you never wanted to learn. 

As the caravan journeyed ever Eastward, the weather got warmer, the days 

longer. Birdsong filled the sky, and scrub beyond the tree line rustled in the 

night.  You crossed the  Volga River  at  Zhihulovsk,  passing the  still  running 

hydroelectric power-plant there. You traversed the Steppe, the never ending 

white-tipped grasslands bent in the wind. In the gently rippling waters of Lake 

Kandrykul you swam, played games with a ragged tennis ball someone had 

saved and brought with them. 

With your newfound multilingualism you came to know the rest of your 

travelling hub: There was who you already suspected to be Alina and Boris 

with their young son Matvei.  You found they were not leaving Russia but 

travelling to  stay with  relatives  in  the  village  of  Never,  a  place  far  on the 

Eastern side of the country on the border with China. To see the End as a family, 

Matvei  innocently recounted to you.  There was Yuri  Doroshenko and Yuri 

Krivonishenko who you termed Yuri One and Yuri Two—both men in their 

early twenties who hadn't known each other before joining the troupe but in 

their shared name and youth and passion for adventure had forged a strong 

friendship. There was Svetlana and her friends Rada and Emilia, mismatched 

women in their sixties of differing height and temperament who had started 

pot-bellied in headscarves but were now fit and solid and in the summer days 

let their hair blow in the breeze wafting across the Steppe. There was Zinaida 

and Nikolai, a couple in their forties who had started the journey laughing 

and smiling but now said little to each other and even less to you. There were 

the  five  brothers,  Rustem,  Vladimir,  Igor,  Alexander  and  Gleb,  big  men 

ranging from your age into their fifties who when you began practicing your 
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Russian all took turns flirting with you, asking what a beautiful girl was doing 

on such a journey. And you enjoyed flirting back but never did more than 

laugh or cheekily tell them to piss off—to Otvali, as Oksana had taught you to 

say. 

You came to be close with the hub leader Kirill, sometimes sharing your 

time between him and Oksana equally, sometimes all three of you together; a 

comfortable air of long silences,  deep conversations and lively debates.  He 

had been a Spetsnaz Lieutenant Colonel in the years before the Discovery, had 

been married and divorced but  sired no children.  He spoke of  loving the 

country and how the air smelled differently in the many regions of Siberia, of 

so cherishing every traverse of his great homeland he had come to believe in a 

greater idea of family. That mother Russia, the travellers, the earth and sky 

were all his children and he theirs interchangeably; protector, underling, carer 

and naive witness. He seemed to become bigger, to glow when speaking of his 

passion for the caravan, of bringing families together, providing purpose for 

those who sought to seek it in—as he solemnly chose to put it—In these, our 

final years. He said things you wanted to hear and acted in ways you wished I 

had acted. He was tall and wide shouldered and carried with him an air of the 

magical,  a  conundrum you wanted to solve,  an inspiration you wanted to 

follow. Of the still Summer nights around the fire when it was just you and 

Oksana, you whispered of wanting to do things to him, take him into the trees 

and have your way with him, and she had laughed and urged you, Why not? 

He likes you, I can tell.

The caravan arrived in Ufa without event and then continued on, the dense 

blue of  the Ural  Mountains like a  second atmosphere in the distance.  You 

hesitated  in  advancing  things  with  Kirill,  preferring  the  safe  electricity  of 

exchanging  glances,  of  charged  conversations  always  meaning  more  than 

what you were talking about. The excitement saw a spring to your step and 

the well worn ache of walking to disappear. You began singing in the day and 
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sometimes around the fire at night. To Oksana, to Kirill, if you felt bolstered 

by  their  encouragement,  to  others  in  the  hub.  You  sang  songs  from your 

youth:  Jeff  Buckley,  Radiohead,  David  Bowie,  The  Beatles,  The  Backstreet 

Boys, Amy Winehouse. At the dawn stew you began talking to the others of 

how you were finding the journey on the road easier and easier; like it was as 

if your body was made for the exertion; like this was where you were meant 

to be. Some of them found your revelation as bragging and whispered in the 

dark or when you were out of earshot.

One afternoon in mid-June as  the day was waning to dusk,  one of  the 

elderly women, Rada tripped and fell and could no longer walk. You watched 

helplessly as Kirill swiftly collected her into his arms and placed her on the 

box seat of the hub’s wagon as if she were a feather. He loosely swaddled her 

in a blanket, bandaged her foot which could have been broken, fractured or 

sprained, it was hard to tell, and he provided her with a bladder of water and 

blister pack of painkillers. Of the ensuing mornings and nights, he tended to 

her  carefully  and you did not  speak much.  You were content  to  stay at  a 

distance, to not distract his focus. You waited, appreciated his attentiveness to 

her, which as time wore on you noticed became more and more desperate. 

Her  ankle  grew  large,  became  black  and  swollen  and  there  was  talk  of 

amputation  and  age  and  need  and  turning  back  and  the  imminent  Ural 

Mountains climb. The city of Chelyabinsk on the other side of the Ural’s was 

equidistant to Ufa and as Kirill recounted, would have better access to medical 

treatment, and so in preference to separating the hubs it was decided to press 

on.

Winding into low hills lined with Spruce and Oak and Siberian Fir,  the 

Ural’s crept on you slowly, beginning as a moderate incline that persisted and 

persisted  and  steadily  grew  steeper,  turning,  eventually  opening  to  wide 

vistas, vaulted drops just over ribbed crash barriers from when vehicles had 

still  passed that way. The backs of your shins and the tops of your thighs 
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burned like you had never felt, a tight strain seeing you to stop frequently. 

The  horses  lumbered  on,  rocking  their  bridled  heads  side  to  side  as  they 

pulled the wagon. Rada on-top,  until  then silent and complaint-less began 

groaning,  hissing  as  if  to  some new pain.  The  first  night  of  camping you 

stayed in a clearing in the forest just off the road and sleep was comfortable. 

However, on the second night, unable to find a protected space and staying on 

the  road,  the  hubs  were  bit  by  a  stubborn raw chill  blasting up from the 

valleys. A howling jet of a noise that twisted in pitch and velocity until just 

before the dawn. No one slept that night, and in the clear morning light, there 

was a sudden cry and then another, echoing down the road and into the void. 

Emilia and Svetlana.

Unable to bear the cold or the pain, or simply to relieve the hub and her 

friends of a burden, Rada had perished sometime in the night. An expedient 

funeral was held at noon, ending in her burial a way off from the road marked 

by a  mound circled with found stones  and a  cross  to  which was tied her 

embroidered headscarf, the deep red and shapes of roses bright against the 

dull monochrome of the forest. Svetlana recounted through tears that Rada 

had joined the troupe to see Japan and had inspired them to join too. She had 

been a wife and a mother with many siblings of which she was the only one 

left, and hopefully now she would finally see them again. You found yourself 

in  Kirill’s  arms  crying  into  his  chest  where  he  gently  caressed  your  hair, 

comforting as if a familiar lover. Oksana nearby, cried too. 
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*** Storm Corrosion ***

For  the  rest  of  the  morning  the  Martyr  stayed  in  his  room  reading, 

occasionally  making  small  sounds,  reverberations  down the  hall  that  may 

have  been him mumbling  again,  possibly  praying.  In  the  surgery  Richard 

went through his checklist  of  medical  supplies,  the levels of  nitrous-oxide, 

xenon and cyclopropane for the anaesthetic, wondering on what was in the 

capsules and why they called him the Martyr, knowing it could not be good 

but then telling himself not to wonder, that it was best not to know, best to just 

do this and they would leave him alone again. 

Once all was in order, he lay on the couch and returned to reading 20,000 

Leagues Under the Sea, continuing off from when the Nautilus arrives in Vigo 

Bay.  However,  soon finding himself  unable to concentrate,  re-reading lines 

then paragraphs then entire pages, then watching loosed dust motes hanging 

in the light from the window, thinking on the Martyr and how he had reacted 

to the concept of implants, Richard checked his watch and decided it would 

not be so bad for them to get out and into the day. Rising, he returned the 

hardcover  novel  to  its  place  beside  his  bed  and  through  the  door  to  the 

Martyr’s room suggested they go out for that coffee.
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The walk to Obvodniy canal  and the local stores was first left  out of the 

apartment, around the corner and under a rusted corrugated iron overpass, 

past the brewery and then another left.  The sun was warm and a flock of 

mallards arced down and into the canal, a flitter of wings all landing together, 

rippling the water. Hidden behind a creme metal fence, in the nook of a three-

storey,  brown-bricked building with chimneys numerous pointing up from 

the  roof  in  the  muted sun like  skinny fingers  to  heaven,  the  coffee  house 

announced itself with aroma alone. Sharp, earthly and sweet.

Thank you Lord, hallelujah! called the Martyr.

Set between a butcher and mixed herbalist/tobacconist/green grocer, and 

with a red painted door beneath a small black awning, the coffee shop was 

quaint and unmarked. They entered. Inside, the service area was naught but 

shelves of bagged coffee beans, some large loaves of cob and dark rye and a 

thin-legged table with jars of biscuits. Richard rang the service bell and soon 

after  a  short,  portly  man,  severely  balding  but  for  thick  mutton-chop 

sideburns emerged from the rear door and on seeing Richard lit up.

Accenting the I and rolling the R so it sounded like a different name, the 

man exclaimed, Richard! and then asked, Kto tvoy drug?

Yego zovut Deene Baudin, responded Richard, introducing his guest, On 

ostayetsya  tol'ko  na  nedelyu  ili  dve.  Mogu  li  ya  imet'  dva  tvoikh 

zamechatel'nykh kofe?

And the man smiled and nodded, Da, da, and went back through the door. 

After a time he returned, presenting them with two small cups of coffee on 

saucers, the white porcelain and gold leaf cups filled to the brim.

That’s coffee? Asked the Martyr as they went outside and sat at a wobbly 

iron table and chairs in the courtyard. 

Yes, said Richard. The best.

The Martyr took a sip, considered the dark lightly frothing liquid and then 

seeming content took another. Thank you, he said, relaxing into the chair. You 
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are most kind.

Don't worry about it.

They drank in silence, enjoyed the rhythm of collecting the tiny cup and 

savouring the bitter coffee and then returning it to the saucer, casting a glance 

to each other and then out or up to the sky until it felt right to sip again. When 

finished, Richard returned the cups inside to the barista, Ignat and bade him 

farewell. They walked out and sat on the ledge of the canal, diamond spots 

reflecting off the water. In the distance could be heard the air itself, smooth 

and free  and  roaming,  carrying  with  it  loose  sounds  that  may  have  been 

families waking, doors closing, bicycles rattling on cobbles, a car or far off 

engine consuming its owner’s petrol ration.

I don't understand, said the Martyr. Everything in the coffee shop; in the 

butcher’s; in whatever that store was beside the coffee shop, everything sold 

is not sold but free?

We all play our part, said Richard.

What's yours?

A doctor. General practitioner. 

For nothing, no reward or exchange?

Richard felt something uncomfortably under his bottom. Shifting he found 

it was a small pebble which he then pitched into the canal. It's what I am good 

at, he said then took a moment to consider what he might say next to explain 

himself  without  sounding too  antagonistic.  What  else  is  there  to  do  these 

days? he continued. For example; if it wasn't for you arriving today, I’d be 

taking patients; looking in ears, sounding hearts, stitching wounds.

The  Martyr  looked  to  Richard,  Isn't  there  opportunism,  theft, 

complacency? Apathy?

Maybe at the start, said Richard. I don’t know. I guess when the end is so 

assured,  and  when  distance  is  so  great,  and  you  can  only  rely  on  your 

neighbour, your brothers and your sisters to survive, for food and shelter,—
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you  know—Acceptance  and  the  way  you  pass  time  become  the  highest 

commodity if  you get  me? And, I  guess,  over years of  this,  ultimately the 

wheat separates from the chaff and you're left with something like we have 

here and I dunno, it seems to work pretty good.

Looking out, the Martyr too found a stone and cast it into the water finding 

its mark close to the mallards which then scattered off to settle elsewhere like 

little sea-planes.

This  canal,  gestured Richard,  pointing up and down the way,  Obvodniy 

Channel; runs dead East to West. The original founder, Peter the Great, on the 

back of victory against Sweden in the Great Northern War, wanted a city of 

order,  of  organised  lines  and  space.  You'll  become  familiar  with  it  quite 

quickly. Like New York; a grid; tight places. But here there’s a category, a place 

for  everything.  Richard paused for  a  moment.  I  guess  it's  why Aesceticism 

didn’t take. St Petersburg is insular, circles upon circles of tight-knit cliques, 

you’ll see. These people. They’re not interested in dogma, in the teachings of 

Jesus. They’ll wave it all away, just want to keep on keeping on. And who are 

we to say otherwise? When I first got here and tried preaching, they laughed 

and waved me away, and in the laughing and waving responded in ways I 

didn’t  understand; like they were agreeing but not agreeing, saying things 

like: You're probably right; or, What does it matter anyway? or Wait and see, 

comrade, there is no salvation here. And they would return to whatever it was 

they were doing or drinking. And for a long time I thought it was a failing, my 

failure. But actually, it's quite nice… Richard thought of adding, The way it 

should be, but decided against it. He had already confessed too much. He fell 

silent.

And  either  in  agreement  or  disagreement  or  consideration  or 

thoughtfulness or silent condemnation, the Martyr as if sensing Richard, said 

nothing and they just sat there until in the early afternoon the sun sank low 

and the chill crawled to overcome them.
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That evening, Richard cooked them sausages and mashed potato with an 

onion gravy,  and if  they spoke it  was only small  talk  on the meal,  or  the 

apartment or the clearness of the day just gone. And afterwards they each 

took to their separate reading in their separate rooms to eventually to fall to 

slumber. 

And then as if it had only been a blink of the eyes Richard felt it was much 

much  later,  a  pin-drop  silence  heavy  and  paralysing,  and  he  tried  to 

understand if he needed to piss but felt no urging. He turned and squinted to 

read his watch in the dark; 3:45am. Suddenly there was a shouting, a loud 

crying and moaning coming from the way of the Martyr: Aggressive taunts 

followed by pitiful pleading and crying. Richard turned on the bedside lamp 

and went to the darkened hall. 

As he proceeded in the remnant of lamp-light from his room caressing the 

walls and skirting boards, the carved leather picture, Richard began hearing 

clarity in the moaning and shouting. I’m sorry Ané, the Martyr pleaded, the 

words wet and partially mumbled. It's what I had to do, please. No. You made 

me! His words became aggressive. Why did you have to push me, use your 

words as weapons, threaten me? What else was I to do? He then softened 

again. I see you walking with me, he said. Why won't you leave me alone? 

Please. He started crying, sheets rustling, creaking of the mattress. The sound 

of sobs burbling through the door. Please. You made me, Ané. I’m sorry.


